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EXPLORE THE MIDDLE EAST
The Mountains of the
Mediterranean World
An Environmental History
J. R. McNeill
This book describes and analyzes the envi-
ronmental history of the mountain areas of
the Mediterranean world. It focuses on five
sample areas—Turkey, Greece, Italy, Spain,
and Morocco, concluding that great changes
in mountain landscapes occurred in the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries, creating
the often barren and depopulated country-
sides of today. In this first environmental
history solely on the Mediterranean, McNeill
suggests that the social and political turbu-
lence of modern times derives some of its
impetus from the desperation of mountain
folk whose forests and soils thinned with
each passing generation.
33248-6 Hardcover $64.95

The Pasha's Peasants
Land, Society and Economy in
Lower Egypt, 1740-1858
Kenneth M. Cuno
This is a revisionist study of the eight-
eenth and nineteenth century rural origins
of modern Egypt, dealing with the first
phase of the rise of the modern state and
the country's incorporation into the world
economy. Kenneth Cuno uses sources
such as court records, fatwas, and land
tax registers to shed new light on changes
in the system of peasant land tenure,
urban-rural commerce, the rural social
structure, and the interplay of formal law
with peasant customs and attitudes.
Cambridge Middle East Library 2 7
40478-9 Hardcover $59.95

The Renewal of Islamic Law
Muhammad Baqeras-Sadr, Najaf and
the Shi'i International
ChibliMallat
This is the first comprehensive study in
English of the life and works of Muhammad
Baqer as-Sadr—an Iraqi scholar who made
an important contribution to the renewal
of Islamic law and politics in the contem-
porary Middle East. Executed in 1980,Sadr
was the most articulate thinker and a major
political actor in the revival of Shi'i learn-
ing, which placed Najaf in Southern Iraq at
its centre. Dr. Chibli Mallat assesses Sadr's
innovative approaches to the study of law,
economics and banking and shows how his
ideas spread throughout the Middle East.
Cambridge Middle East Library 29
43319-3 Hardcover $54.95

Jordan, the United States
and the Middle East Peace
Process, 1974-1991
Madiha Rashid al Madfai
On July 31,1988, King Hussein of Jordan
renounced all administrative and legal ties
with the Israeli-occupied West Bank, initi-
ating a new turning point in the Middle East
peace process. In this path-breaking study,
Madiha Madfai explores Jordan's role in
the USA's peacemaking efforts during the
Carter, Reagan and Bush administrations.
She examines the events culminating in
the action of 1988 and demonstrates the
history of anger, anguish and frustration
that lay behind the Jordanian decision.
Cambridge Middle East Library 28
41523-3 Hardcover $59.95

The Culture of Flowers
Jack Goody
Examining the symbolic and transactional
uses of flowers in secular life and religious
ritual, Jack Goody's new book begins
by asking why there are so few uses of
flowers in Africa, and goes on to initiate
a world-wide enquiry into the place of
flowers in secular life and religious ritual
from ancient Egypt to modern times.
Looking at the history of aesthetic horti-
culture, he links the use of flowers to the
rise of advanced systems of agriculture,
the growth of social stratification and
the spread of luxury goods.
41441-5 Hardcover $54.95
42484-4 Paper $18.95

The Arab Predicament
Arab Political Thought and Practice
since 1967
Fouad Ajami
This revised edition of Ajami's acclaimed
1981 study of the Arab political world has
been updated in the light of recent turbulent
events: the death of Sadat, the Iranian revo-
lution, the Iran-Iraq War and the Gulf War.
A Canto Book
43833-0 Paper $11.95

Available in bookstores or from

CAMBRIDGE
UNIVERSITY PRESS

40 West 20th St., N.Y., NY 10011-4211
Call toll-free 800-872-7423
MasterCard/VISA accepted. Prices subject to change.
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The Arab World
Society, Culture, and State
by Halim Barakat
This wide-ranging examination of Arab so-
ciety and culture offers a unique opportu-
nity to know the Arab world from an Arab
point of view.
"A provocative discussion of Arab phenom-
ena."—Kirkus Reviews
£17.50 hardcover

Struggle and Survival
in the Modern
Middle East
Edited by Edmund Burke, III
Until now, we have known very little of the
lives of ordinary Middle Easterners. Here,
the life stories of peasants, villagers,
pastoralists, and urbanites can finally be
heard—no more will our view of the Middle
East be seen only through the elite.
£32.50 hardcover, £10.50 paperback, illustrated

Survivors
An Oral History of the Armenian Genocide
by Donald E. Miller &
Lorna Touryan Miller
Between 1915 and 1923, over a million
Armenians died in a genocidal campaign.
Now, through interviews with 100 elderly
Armenians, the "forgottengenocide" isgiven
the hearing it deserves.
"A deeply moving human document."

—Roger W. Smith,
College of William and Mary

£15.95 hardcover, illustrated

Days of Honey,
Days of Onion
The Story of a Palestinian Family in Israel
by Michael Gorkin
New in paperback, with a new Afterword—
"That rare accomplishment—a detailed,
page-turning portrait of ordinary people
that tells the story of a large, often imper-
sonal conflict."

—Ethan Bronner, Boston Globe
£10.50 paperback

Writing Women's
Worlds
Bedouin Stories
by Lila Abu-Lughod
Lila Abu-Lughod lived in the Awlad 'Ali
Egyptian Bedouin community for extended
periods over the course of a decade. As she
witnessed striking changes, she recorded
the stories of the women of the settlement.
This book is both her telling of those stories,
and about what happens in bringing the
stories to others.
$30.00 hardcover, illustrated

The Long Peace
Ottoman Lebanon, 1861-1920
by Engin Deniz Akarli
Notorious as one of the most turbulent
areas of the world, Lebanon experienced an
interlude of peace between its civil war of
1860 and the beginning of the French Man-
date in 1920. Akarli examines the socio-
political changes of these crucial years.
"One of the best studies of 19th-century
Lebanon." —Leila Fawaz, author of Mer-
chants & Migrants in 19th Century Beirut

£26.50 hardcover

Phone orders (+243) 829121.

University of
California Press
Berkeley
Los Angeles
N e w York 18 9 311 l o i t u 1 9 9 3

London
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THE IRAN-IRAQ WAR
The Politics of Aggression
Edited by Farhang Rajaee

"Informative, well argued, intelligent, easy to read,
h is necessary to publish it to avoid the perpet-
uation of major misunderstandings about the

history of the Islamic Republic of Iran."
—Yann Richard, Centre National de la

Recherche Scientifique, Paris
256 pp. Cloth $39.95 Paper $19.95

Kuwait
Dependency and Class in a Rentier State

Jacqueline S. Ismael
"An outstanding volume of academic research that

investigates the historical organization of social
labor in Kuwait. . . . [It] clearly stands as an

important contribution to the literature in develop-
ment, comparative economic and social systems,

and Middle Eastern studies. The vol-ume succeeds
in tracing the development of Kuwait's social labor
force and is able to be candid about the prob-lems
associated w i t h . . . large numbers of expatriates."
—International Journal of Middle East Studies

256 pp. Paper $19.95

and coming in July—
Eisenhower and Israel: U.S.-
Israeli Relations, 1953-1960

by Isaac Alteras
Peace for Palestine:

First Lost Opportunity
by Elmer Berger

Two Worlds of Islam:
Interaction between Southeast

Asia and the Middle East
Fred R. von derMehden

Through full-service bookstores or order with
VISA or M/C toll free: 1-800-226-3822
UNIVERSITY PRESS OF

FLORIDA
Gainesville, Tallahassee, Tampa, Boca Raton,

Pensacola, Orlando, Miami, Jacksonville
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Princeton
Colonialism and
Revolution in the
Middle East
Social and Cultural Origins of
Egypt's 'Urabi Movement
Juan R. I. Cole

Juan R. I. Cole challenges traditional elite-
centered conceptions of the conflict that led to the
British occupation of Egypt in September 1882.
Although most Western observers still see the
'Urabi movement as a "revolt" of Junior military
officers with only limited support among the
Egyptian people, Cole maintains that it was a
broadly based social revolution hardly underway
when it was cut off by the British.

" . . . a major contribution to our under-
standing of a crucial period In Egyptian
history."—Zachary Lockman, Harvard University
Princeton Studies on the Near East

Cloth: $49.50 ISBN 0-691-05683-8

New in paperback

Behind the
Intifada
Labor and Women's Movements in
the Occupied Territories
Joost R. Hiltermann

"In the first comprehensive treatment of
the subject, Hiltermann argues that the local
trade unions and women's organisations
provided the uprising with an infrastructure
Hiltermann's book is rich In detail and encyclo-
pedic In scope."—Lawrence Tal,
The Times Higher Education Supplement
Princeton Studies on the Near East

Now in paper: $14.95 ISBN 0-691-02480-4

New in paperback

Autocracy,
Modernization,
and Revolution in
Russia and Iran
Tim McDanlel

What did the Russian revolution of 1917 and
the Iranian revolution of 1978-1979 share besides
their drama? Identifying a distinctive route to
modernity—autocratic modernization—Tim
McDaniel explores the dilemmas Inherent in the
efforts of autocratic monarchies In Russia and
Iran to transform their countries into modem
industrial societies.
Now in paper $14.95 ISBN 0-691-02482-0

New in paperback

With a new afterword by the author

The Tibetan
Empire in
Central Asia
Christopher I. Beckwith

This narrative history of the Tibetan Empire
in Central Asia from about A.D. 600 to 866
depicts the struggles of the great Tibetan, Turkic,
Arab, and Chinese powers for dominance over
the Silk Road lands that connected Europe and
East Asia. It shows the importance of overland
contacts between East and West in the Early
Middle Ages and elucidates Tibet's role in the
conflict over Central Asia.

"A most Impressive work by an excellent
scholar."—Richard N. Frye,
International Journal of Middle East Studies
Paper $16.95 ISBN 0-691-02469-3

ORDER FROM YOUR BOOKSELLER OR FROM

Princeton University Press
C/0 JOHN WILEY & SONS, 10LDLANDS WAY, BOGNOR REGIS, WEST SUSSEX, PO22 9SA

1445 LOWER FERRY RD., EWING, NJ 08618 U.S.A.
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ENGLISH TRANSLITERATION SYSTEM
CONSONANTS

Column Headings: A = Arabic, P = Persian, OT = Ottoman Turkish, MT = Modern Turkish
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• (article) al- and 'I-
' (when not final)

ARABIC AND PERSIAN

Long I or is a

Doubled

Diphthongs

Short

iyy (final
form!)

uww (final

form u), etc.

au or aw

ai or ay

V O W E L S

OTTOMAN TURKISH MODERN TURKISH

a [words of Arabic^
u \ and Persian
i \ origin only

iy (final iy (final form i)
form 1)

uw

a or e
u or u
o or 6
tor i

a or e
u or u
ooro
i or i

For Ottoman Turkish, authors may either transliterate or use the modern Turkish orthography.
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INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF MIDDLE EAST STUDIES
Contributions and Editorial Correspondence

Send article submissions to the Editorial Office (address on in-
side front cover). Articles submitted to the journal should not
be, or have been, submitted elsewhere. Books for review
should also be sent to the Editor for forwarding to the Book Re-
view Editors. Unsolicited book reviews cannot be accepted for
publication.

Manuscript Preparation and Style

General. An article must be in English, should not exceed 40
typewritten pages (including main text, notes, tables, and
figure captions), and should be typed on 9,Vi" x 11" or A4
white bond paper with ample margins on all sides. The entire
manuscript—including notes, tables, and references—must
be typed double-spaced and numbered consecutively. Title
and author's name should be centered at the top of the first text
page. Institutional affiliation and location should appear at
the bottom of the last text page. The Editor may find it nec-
essary to return manuscripts for reworking or retyping that do
not conform to these requirements.

Text. Use a 5-character paragraph indent. Avoid hyphenat-
ing words at the end of lines. Do not use desk-top publishing
features (e.g., right margin justification or bold and italic type-
faces). Block indent long quotations (more than 50 words).
Never cross-reference.

Endnotes and References. Notes must be numbered consec-
utively throughout the text, typed double-spaced in para-
graph style, and grouped together as a unit following the text.
Footnotes at the bottom of the text page are not permitted.
Any acknowledgment of grant support, substantial assis-
tance, etc., should be typed as an Author's Note above the
first note. Provide the full name of the author as it appears on
the publication. All titles in non-Roman alphabets (Arabic,
Cyrillic, etc.) must be transliterated. Foreign titles in Roman
alphabets should be capitalized as they would be in that par-
ticular language. An English translation of nonstandard lan-
guage titles should be provided in parentheses after the title.
The style of note citations should conform with the following
examples:

'Stanford J. Shaw, History of Ottoman Empire and Mod-
ern Turkey, 2 vols. (New York: Cambridge University Press,
1977), Reform, Revolution and Republic: The Rise of Mod-
ern Turkey 1808-1975, 2:3-6.

2Jamil M. Abun-Nasr, A History of the Maghrib in the
Islamic Period, 3rd ed. (New York: Cambridge University
Press, 1987), 10.

3Howard Crane, trans, and ed., Rlsale-i Micmdr(yye: An
Early-Seventeenth-Century Ottoman Treatise on Architec-
ture, Studies in Islamic Art and Architecture 1 (Leiden:
E. J. Brill, 1987), 71.

4Martin Rein and Donald Schon, "Frame-Reflective Pol-
icy Discourse," in Social Sciences and Modern States, ed.
Peter Wagner, Carol Hirschon Weiss, Bjorn Wittrock, and
Hellmut Wollman (New York: Cambridge University Press,
1991), 262-89.

'Clifford Geertz, "Toutes Directions: Reading the Signs
in an Urban Sprawl," International Journal of Middle East
Studies 21 (August 1989): 291-306.

When references to the same work follow without interrup-
tion use ibid. When notes to the same work follow after inter-
ruption, use the author's last name and a shortened title of the
book or article. Do not use op. cit.:

6Shaw, History of Ottoman Empire, 2:6.
7Ibid., 1:10-52.

As a less-preferred alternative, authors may use the social sci-
ence method of citation. In the text, cite author and year in pa-
rentheses. In the reference section, provide the full citation:

author's full name, title, city of publication, publisher, and
year. IJMES does not publish bibliographies.

Foreign Words and Transliteration. All Arabic words found
in an unabridged dictionary (e.g., ulema, sheikh, qadi,
Sunni, Shici,mihrab,minbar, madrasa, masjid, jamic, hadith,
suq) should be treated as English words, that is, not under-
lined and without diacriticals. Contemporary names and
places should be spelled as they are found in such standard
publications as the New York Times. All other transliterated
words and phrases should be underlined and all their diacrit-
icals included throughout the text. Be sure to distinguish be-
tween the hamza, cayn, and the apostrophe in the text. No
diacritical marks other than the hamza and the cayn should
appear in any proper names (e.g., names of people, dynas-
ties, places) and names of well-known literary works
(QurDan, Shahnama), except: works written in Arabic, Per-
sian, and Ottoman Turkish and cited in transliteration in the
notes must include diacriticals for both author and title.

Transliteration System. All non-Roman alphabets must be
transliterated, and authors are responsible for the consis-
tency and accuracy of their transliterations. For Arabic and
Persian, IJMES uses the modified Encyclopaedia of Islam
system: qaf = q not k; jim = j not dj; roman double-letter
equivalents are not underlined; the / of al- is not assimilated
to the following consonant; la marbuta is rendered a not ah;
the adjectival -ya followed by ta marbuta is rendered -iyya.
Except at the beginning of an English sentence or endnote,
only proper names are capitalized. For Ottoman Turkish, use
either the Encyclopaedia of Islam system or modern Turkish
orthography. For treatment of common Turkish words, such
as medrese, turbe, etc., follow the rules on anglicizing Ara-
bic and Persian words.

Dates. IJMES does not use double dating. Use common era
(A.D.) dates only, unless quoting from an original source, in
which case use the date as quoted (hijra, solar, etc.) with the
common-era equivalent in parentheses.

Tables and Figures. Tables and figures must be cited in the
text, e.g., (see Table 1). They should be numbered consecu-
tively in arabic numbers, captioned, and appear as a unit fol-
lowing the notes section. They cannot be interspersed in the
text. Diagrams must be professionally rendered or computer
generated; details should be large enough to remain legible
at 50% reduction. Below-standard artwork will be returned
to the author for replacement. All artwork must be numbered
and labeled with the author's name and article title. For half-
tones or other illustrations, consult the editor.

Publishing Information

Production. The publisher reserves the right to copyedit
manuscripts to conform to the journal's style, which follows
the rules found in the Chicago Manual of Style. Spelling will
be edited to conform to American usage. More substantial
editing will be returned to the author for approval before
publication.

The lead author will receive one set of proofs for the correc-
tion of typographical or factual errors only. No rewriting will
be allowed in the proof stage. Authors must return the material
to the editorial office within 48 hours of receipt or approval will
be assumed.

Offprints. The lead author of an article (but not book-
review) will receive 50 free offprints of the article. Addi-
tional offprints may be purchased if ordered at the proof
stage. Orders received after the issue is printed are subject to
a 50% reprint surcharge.

Copyright and Originality. Submission of an article implies
that it has not been simultaneously submitted or previously
published elsewhere. Authors are responsible for obtaining
permission to publish any material under copyright. Con-
tributors will be asked to assign their own copyright, on cer-
tain conditions, to Cambridge University Press.
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